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LLUUBBEE  WWIIZZZZ  WWDD  SSPPRRAAYY  
 

 

Lube Wizz WD Spray is a multi-purpose lubricating fluid.  General purposes 

include water displacement, degreasing, lubricating, penetrating and 

corrosion prevention.  Suitable for all applications - household, auto, marine, 

industrial and workshop. 
 

Lube Wizz WD Spray contains a hydrophobic base that will displace and 

actually repel moisture from the surfaces to which it has been applied.  Lube 

Wizz WD Spray also contains a special blend of lubricants and penetrates.  To 

ensure the protection and the life of the components or machines that Lube 

Wizz WD Spray works with; it applies a protectant, preventing rust, corrosion 

and oxidization of the surfaces.  Stops noisy squeaks and reduces friction. 
 

Applications:  
 

Lube Wizz WD Spray many uses include: starting wet motors, degreasing 

machines, lubricating hinges, slides, pivots, bearings, joints, valves etc.   
 

Lube Wizz WD Spray is also a very effective parting agent for bolts, nuts, 

screws or any rusted or oxidized locks or fittings.  Lube Wizz WD Spray can also 

be used around electrical terminals etc to protect them from rust and acid 

contaminates (batteries, circuitry). 
 

OZONE FRIENDLY: 

Lube Wizz WD Spray contains no CFC’s or chlorinated hydrocarbons. 
 

Pack sizes:  400g aerosol & 20 litre drums. 
 

Conditions of Sale: Chem Pack Pty Ltd shall not be liable for any loss, injury, damage or death, whether 

consequential or otherwise whatsoever or howsoever arising whether through negligence or otherwise 

in connection with the sales, supply, use or application of this product. The supply of this product is on 

the express condition that the purchaser does not rely on Chem Pack’s skill or judgement in purchasing 

or using the same and every person dealing with this product does so at his own risk absolutely. No 

representative of Chem Pack has any authority to add to or alter these conditions. 
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